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SENSIBLE RULES FOR REMEMBERING DUALS--THE S-O-B METHOD*
ARTHUR T. BENJAMINt
Abstract. We present a natural motivation and simple mnemonic for creating the dual LP of any linear prograrn-
ming problem.
Key words, linear program, duality
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A linear program (LP) is a problem of maximizing or minimizing a linear function subject
to linear equality or inequality constraints. Associated with any LP is a dual LP with many
important properties. We demonstrate (as in [1 ]) how the dual LP arises naturally from the
original LP, and provide a method for creating the dual that is extremely easy to remember.
Consider the following LP:
Maximize z 30x + 20x2,
(A) subject to xl + 2x2 < 6,
(B) 2Xl + X2 < 8,
(C) x2 < 2,
(D)
--Xl "[- X2 _< 1,
Xl, X2 > 0.
To find a lower bound for z*, the maximum value of the objective function z, it suffices to
find afeasible solution. For instance, since x 2, x2 satisfies all constraints, we must
have z* > 80. Using x 10/3 and x2 4/3, this bound can be improved to z* > 380/3.
How about an upper bound for z*?
By multiplying (B) by 20, we see that any feasible solution must satisfy 40Xl +20x2 < 160.
Thus, since x > 0, 30Xl + 20x2 __< 40x + 20x2 _< 160. Hence z* < 160. For a better bound,
we can multiply (A) by YA 10 and (B) by yn 10, then add to get 30Xl + 30x2 _< 140.
Since x2 >_ 0, 30Xl + 20x2 _< 30Xl + 30x2 _< 140. Thus z* < 140.
The problem of finding the "best" multipliers that take full advantage of this trick is itself
a linear programming problem. Namely, we seek multipliers YA, YB, YC, YO to
Minimize w 6ya + 8yB + 2yc + yo,
(1) subject to YA + 2yB + Oyc 1YD > 30,
(2) 2ya + yn + yc + yD > 20,
YA, YB, YC, YD >_ O.
This is called the dual LP associated with the original primal LP. If its constraints are
satisfied by choosing YA 10/3, yn 40/3, Yc YD 0, we obtain z* < 380/3. From
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our lower bounding we had z* > 380/3; therefore z* 380/3, and x 10/3, X2 4/3 is
an optimal solution to the primal LP. (What led to these particular y’s is not our concern here.)
In general, if our primal has standard form:
Maximize crx
subject to Ax _< b,
x>_O,
where A is an m by n real matrix, c 6 Rn, b 6 Rm, then the associated dual LP is
Minimize
subject to
bry
ATy>_c,
y>_O.
The dual LP has many applications. The strong duality theorem of linear programming
(see ]) states that if the primal LP has an optimal solution, then its dual also has an optimal
solution with the same objective function value. Computationally, it is sometimes easier to
solve the primal LP by first finding a solution to its dual" the common "simplex algorithm"
for LPs, aimed at either problem, will (in effect) deliver a solution to the other one as well.
If the primal LP is not in standard form, then it can be converted into standard form by
various means. For instance, an equality constraint (say xl 4- x2 1) can be replaced by two
inequality constraints (Xl 4- X2 _< 1, --X x2 _< -1). But these modifications are unnatural,
and the resulting dual LP needs to be converted to a more natural form. However, by using
our earlier logic, we can directly create the natural dual LP of any primal LE
For instance, if constraint (D) were changed to
-Xl 4- x2 >_ 1, then to achieve a statement
as is needed for the upper bounding, we must have Yo <_ O. Hence the direction of an
inequality constraint determines the sign of the corresponding multiplier. If, however, (B) is
converted to 2Xl 4- x2 8, then yB becomes unrestricted in sign, since equality statements can
be legitimately added to inequality statements. Likewise, the sign of a variable determines the
direction of the corresponding dual inequality. For example, if x2 were required to be non-
positive, then the direction of dual inequality (2) would be reversed. Similarly, if the variable
x were unrestricted in sign, then 30Xl 4-20x2 is no longer dominated by 50xl 4-70x2, but would
still be dominated by 30x 4-70x2. Hence dual equation (1) would become YA 4-2yB YO 30.
When the primal LP is a minimization problem, the dual LP is a maximization problem
for finding multipliers that yield the greatest lower bound on the primal’s objective function,
and analogous rules apply. (In fact, the dual of the dual is the primal.)
Based on these results, we now present a simple method for creating the dual of any
LP. We begin by labelling each variable of the LP as sensible, odd, or bizarre, depending on
whether it is non-negative, unrestricted, or non-positive. (This terminology matches the usual
interpretations of the variables in an LP model.) Next we label the constraints of the LP. A
problem of maximizing some objective (like profit) is typically constrained by upper bounds
on available resources. Thus we define < constraints as sensible, constraints as odd, and
> constraints as bizarre. Conversely, a typical minimization problem (say, minimizing costs)
will be constrained by meeting or exceeding stipulated demands. Hence, for minimization
problems, > constraints are defined to be sensible, constraints are odd, and < constraints
are bizarre.
Most students have no difficulty remembering that ifthe primal LPhas variablesx Xn,
objective function crx, m by n constraint matrix A, and right-hand side vector b, then the dual
LP has variables y Ym (one for each constraint) with objective function bry, constraint
matrix Ar (one constraint per variable), and right-hand side vector c. It is now a simple
matter to remember that a constraint in the dual is sensible (S), odd (O), or bizarre (B), if the
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corresponding variable in the primal is sensible, odd, or bizarre. Likewise, the "sensible-ness"
of each dual variable is the same as that of its corresponding constraint in the primal.
Let’s apply these rules to determine the dual of the following LP"
Minimize 3xl +5xe / x3
subject to xl + xe + x3=2, (O)
2xl 3x3 < 0, (B)
x >0, x2>0.
(S) (S) (O)
The primal constraints tell us that our dual variables y and y2 will be, respectively, odd
and bizarre. Likewise, the first two dual constraints will be sensible and the third one will be
odd, resulting in the following LP:
Maximize 2y
subject to y +2y2 < 3, (S)
y < 5, (S)
yl -3y2 1, (O)
y2<O.
(O) (B)
Using the S-O-B method (some may prefer to use the word unusual instead of odd and
call it the "SUB" method), all twenty of my students were able to correctly dualize the above
primal, and virtually all were able to do the same problem (without warning or notes) a year
later.
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